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Magnetic resonance imaging principle
The aim of this section is to provide a simplified overview of the basic elements involved in the process of using nuclear magnetic resonance for imaging. For detailed descriptions of the method, readers may referer to Ref [1] 1 and specific applications in electrochemistry in Ref. [2] . 2 NMR is based on the fact that nuclear spins undergo a precession around the direction of the magnetic field induced by the magnet (B 0 ). MRI relies on the use of an extra set of magnetic fields, which are designed to change linearly with space within the volume of interest. In general three independent gradients are used, each of which encodes an orthogonal direction. These magnetic field gradients ( ) give rise to a frequency that depends on the position ( ) as: , (eq. S1) 0 (r) = ( 0 + • ) where is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio of the observed isotope (e.g. 1 H, 19 F, 7 Li). If the signal decay is recorded under the action of one of such gradients, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) will render a projection of the object in one direction, this is usually referred to as a 1D image. In order to obtain a 3D image of an object two alternative methods can be applied. A set of 2D images, in which different slices of the object are acquired can be used, or a full 3D set of data can be obtained. The former method is in general applied to study a specific region of interest and is chosen in favor of a 3D image as this latter is in general very time consuming.
The MRI sequence used in this work is a 2D Spin-Echo sequence with spin warp sampling (see Fig. S1 ). A Spin-Echo is generated by a shaped refocusing 180º pulse applied at a time t E /2 after the excitation pulse, and in the presence of a magnetic field gradient (G slice ). The phase cycle for the rf pulses is shown in Table S1 . The magnetization from a determined region in space is acquired, in this case a Gaussian shaped pulse will refocus the magnetization only from spins located in a Gaussian region of space. Acquisition of N-data points is carried out in the presence of a magnetic field gradient (G read ), so that an accumulation of phase in one dimension of the kspace is achieved (read direction). On the second direction experiments are carried out changing the values of a field gradient orthogonal to G read (G phase ) as shown in the fourth line of Fig. S1 . In this way an N×M data set, representing the k-space, is acquired. A 2D FFT algorithm will return a representation of 2D spin density over the selected slice. The direction of read, phase and slice gradients can be chosen arbitrarily.
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Figure S1: Schematic representation of the Spin-Echo pulse sequence Table S1 : Phase Cycle used for the rf pulses in the Spin-Echo sequence
MRI Velocity maps
If the spin bearing molecules are moving during the application of a magnetic field gradient, an extra accumulation in the phases will be produced. In this work a pair of bipolar gradients were applied after the 180º refocusing pulse (see last line in Fig. S1 ). The application of a pair of gradients imparts a phase proportional to the displacement of the sample in the direction in which the gradients are applied. This phase depends on the gradient intensity (G vel ), the pulse time duration (δ) and the spacing between them (Δ). For instance, the phase introduced by a gradient applied in the z direction can be written as:
For the bipolar pulses sketched in Fig. S1 , this equation reduces to:
Evidently, if the nuclei are static the total accumulated phase is zero, however, if nuclei are moving with a stationary velocity, the net phase can be written, in a general case as:
,
It must be noted that even though this gradient is plotted in a different line in Fig. S1 , it will be applied in one of the imaging directions. Velocity maps in a given spatial direction are obtained by calculating the phase difference between a reference image measured without velocity gradients and a second image measured with the bipolar gradient pair applied along the desired spatial direction 3 . The phase of the signal of both images is subtracted and the pixel by pixel phase difference is converted to velocities using Eq. S4, where the velocity of the nuclei contained in a volume element, or voxel, is considered to be stationary.
There are a series of considerations to be taken into account for the optimum determination of velocities, as described in the main text. A full description for this particular setup may be found in Ref. 3. 4 For the rotation speed of 6.3 Hz used for the velocity and imaging parameters are set such that the limiting velocity before blurring occurs during acquisition (read gradient) is 35 m/s.
Relaxation weighted MRI
The Saturation-Recovery pulse sequence is one of the most convenient methods to determine the relaxation time . It consists in a series of 90º pulses that initially cancel the longitudinal 1 magnetization. Then, it evolves freely for a time , which is varied from experiment to experiment.
The pulse sequence and the phase cycle for the rf pulses required to eliminate unwanted signals are shown in Fig. S2 and Table S2 respectively. These experiments were carried out in a superconducting magnet with a field intensity of 7.05 T.
Finally, the relaxivity of the solution was calibrated as a function of the concentration of 1 = 1 1 Cu 2+ . Figure 2a shows that there is a linear dependency between the relaxivity R 1 and the concentration of paramagnetic ions. Performing a minimum squares fitting, the following calibration curve was obtained:
The relaxivity of Cu 2+ ions in water at 7.05 T can be determined by the slope of the previous calibration curve, being equal to (0.607 ±0.007)
In order to obtain a contrast by the value in a MRI, a preparation period ( ) with pulses 1 * + similar to the Saturation Recovery is followed by the Spin Echo sequence (Fig S3) .
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Figure S3: Schematic representation of the Saturation Recovery weighted Spin Echo MRI pulse sequence.
The preparation period provides a contrast given by and T 2 in the signal used for the images. 
where is the signal when the magnetization is fully recovered. Figure S4 shows the image 0 intensity as a function of the CuSO 4 concentration, which is used as a calibration curve. 
